
Phosphenes and Locutions

The mystical doctrine of Saint John of the Cross teaches ordinary meditation and higher

divine contemplation of Spiritual blessings and gifts is aesthetic prayer to Spiritual marriage

from darkening soul nature such as praying with eyes closed to see the Light of the Holy

Spirit. Saint John of the Cross doctrine might not be practical for anyone not a monk or not

a nun. It does live up to the New Testament canon metre Spiritual books (Corinthians and

Ephesians 3:14-21) but it does not teach beyond that to leadership (Timothy) and faith with

works (James). Monk Saint John of the Cross preaffirmed Spiritual phosphene vision of

God greater than current optometry theory. Nun Saint Teresa of Ávila preaffirmed Spiritual

locution hearing of God greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain

interactionism vocable  sorts.  Catholic  Nun  Saint  Teresa  of  Ávila  preaffirmed  locutions

greater than current Nobel Peace neuroscience dualism mind-brain interactionism theory

trying  to  vocables-correct  modern  and  postmodern  mature  immature  language  lingo

manipulation, crypticism craft of language reductionism. Catholic Monk Saint John of the

Cross preaffirmed current optometry theory greater than Nobel Peace neuroscience with

Greek  word  phosphene.  The  Knights  of  Saint  John  wore  black  friar  robes,  which  is

symbolic  for  humility  as  black  looks  smaller  than  white;  less  of  me,  more  of  you.

Ambulance Services originated in Catholic Spain from Spain Monk Saint John of the Cross

black Knights of Saint John phosphene vision Light of God events and Spain Nun Saint

Teresa of Ávila locution hearing Word of God events as greater than theories of optometry

and neuroscience. Matthew 7:6 is one verse which is a whole paragraph on the Spiritual

experiences  of  conversation and confusion which succeeds three verses  interpreted as a

section on Spiritual phosphene phenomenon vision of clear diamonds sometimes upon blue

and/or red, within, neutral, without. A phosphene can appear like mist, a floater according to

optometry, or like lightening, an arc according to optometry, or like the sparkling of a star,

or like the sparkling of a diamond. Science categorises phosphene sight in field of vision as

a phenomenon; entopic or entoptic. Jesus saw Satan fall like lightening. John explains what

is seen: God is Light! The New Testament of Jesus Christ was originally written in Koine

Greek. Phosphene is a Greek word. Science grapples with many theories. God can not be

fabricated. Luke 10:18, John 1:5 and 1 John 1:5. Jesus warned against sign-seeking. Thomas

wanted proof. People in the world demand proof. Jesus said, “Blessed are those who have



not seen and yet have believed.” Worship God. Encourage fellow believers in the faith as

Christian.  Matthew  12:39  and  16:4,  Luke  11:29  and  John  20:29.  Jesus  is  the  Word

inseparably one with and proceeds from the Father with a Spiritual sword of His Word as a

discerner,  symbolic of authority and belief,  not a human sword. Revelation is symbolic.

Matthew 10:34, John 1:1-5 and 10:30, 1 Timothy 6:11-21, Hebrews 4:12 and Revelation.

Audience of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for humans who receive the powerful

Word of God and speak it in peace, to distinguish between voice and voices and gossiping

and mind physics. Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation

19 and 22:1-5. Avant-garde throughout the Holy Bible Old Testament and New Testament is

regarding military and political struggles and of Spiritual enlightenment of faith prayer and

praise worship. Genesis 1-3, Numbers 22, 2 Kings 6, 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 17, John 2

and 17 and Revelation 22. Humans describe God in three separate personages.  H20 takes

three  separate  forms,  water,  ice  or  steam,  yet  the  essence  of  all  forms  is  inseparably,

interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune.

'Thought. Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. The mark of the beast is symbolic for habitual

evil  in  form  of  a  mark  on  the  hand  from  five  half  ancient  literary  representation  of

correctness and perpetual evil in form of a mark on the forehead as browed from the mind of

mental capacity and faculty. 2 Corinthians 4:4 and 13:5. Ecclesiastes 9:10-11, Matthew 6:1-

4 and 8:18-22, John 10:10, 10:28-30 and 16:13, 2 Corinthians 12 and 13:5, Ephesians 4:28,

Philippians 2:1-12, 1 Thessalonians 2:2 and 2:14, 2 Thessalonians 1:2-12, Hebrews 7:11 and

7:22, 1 Peter 3:8-22 and 4:14-19 and Revelation 9:5 and 13:11-18. Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland  is  merely  upside  down  optometry  theory  against  the  very  nearsighted,

grappling, reductionist, science religion of the supposed Western world, further reduced in

mind by Jabberwocky conscious craft to nervous trauma of Nineteen Eigthty-Four memory.

English  language  use  has  been  reduced  to  such  bastard  title  business  of  counting,

pictorgraphical  representation  and duality  of  mature,  cryptology  immaturity  of  common

accusatory  and  destructive  sense  of  speech  entailing  uneducated  and  biased  lingo  and

opinions  of  bad  statistics. Modern  and  Postmodern  World  controversy  is  unspiritual,

empirical  knowledge  quantified  and  reduced  in  science  to  small  balance  is  denial  and

ignorance from lack of experience of Spiritual sight and sound events. 2 Corinthians 10,

Ephesians 2:1-2, Romans 12:1-2 and Hebrews 12:1-2.


